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Abstract
This article explores the British Foreign Office’s engagement with International Women’s Year (IWY) in 1975, an event which has been viewed as a milestone in histories of transnational feminist activism, and a moment when the status of women became part of mainstream thinking about development, human rights and global security. Much of the existing literature on IWY dwells on the role of non-state actors, especially women’s NGOs active at the United Nations (UN). In contrast, this article shifts the lens on to state actors, in order to ask what role diplomats, politicians and ministries of foreign affairs played in the construction of ‘women’ as a global political subject in the late twentieth century. It finds that the Foreign Office’s reading of IWY was refracted through the prism of Cold War power politics and postcolonial struggles. Gender politics was conceptualised as a proxy for these larger ideological battles, an approach dating back to Britain’s anti-communist propaganda campaigns after the Second World War. British women’s NGOs, by contrast, insisted that women’s activism had an independent dynamic of its own, imagining the possibilities of gender-based solidarities operating across political, social and economic divides. IWY and the subsequent UN Decade for Women tempered this idealism and set the international women’s movement on a political learning curve. But, as the article will suggest, the 1970s was also a moment when state elites were forced to confront a new kind of global politics, the repercussions of which for the conduct of foreign policy and diplomatic relations only further fine-grained archival research can fully reveal.  
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1975 was a milestone in the history of the international women’s movement. Three years earlier the United Nations General Assembly had voted overwhelmingly in favour of designating 1975 International Women’s Year (IWY), an event which kick-started the UN Decade for Women.​[1]​ The Decade was marked by three major intergovernmental conferences on the status of women – in Mexico (1975), Copenhagen (1980) and Nairobi (1985) – and was followed by a fourth conference ten years later in Beijing (1995).​[2]​ In histories of global feminism, this period represented a moment when women’s experiences and needs became part of mainstream thinking about development, human rights and global security. The three UN Decade conferences played an especially important role in lending strength and coherence to a proliferation of activist networks among women’s non-governmental organizations (NGOs) which stretched across Cold War divides and encompassed both global north and south.​[3]​ 

Transnational linkages between women’s organizations were in themselves nothing new; they had a long history which dated back to the international feminist networks of the early nineteenth century.​[4]​ The 1970s were significant, however, for witnessing the beginnings of a shift in the character of these networks which had, in their earlier phases, been dominated by European and North American feminists, towards something approaching a genuinely global movement. Each conference was accompanied by an NGO forum to which thousands of women flocked to participate in ‘global speak-outs’: some 6000 from more than eighty countries attended the NGO ‘Tribune’ in Mexico City; in Copenhagen the numbers rose to 7000, while at Nairobi it was closer to 15,000.​[5]​ These gatherings generated new alliances, articulated new agendas and facilitated new forms of feminist mobilization which drove forward the cause of women’s rights at the international level. Such was the identification between global women’s rights and women’s NGOs that one contemporary political scientist described the UN Decade for Women as ‘both a creature of, and creator of, the international women’s movement.’​[6]​

Given this intimate relationship between women’s transnational activism and global gender politics, it is unsurprising that the scholarly literature on the UN Decade, to which historians have increasingly contributed in recent years, should focus its analyses on these non-state actors.​[7]​ As a result, however, and despite the explicitly inter-governmental character of the three Decade conferences, relatively little attention has been paid to the role of state actors – that is, the politicians, diplomats and ministries of foreign affairs who shaped the responses of individual nation-states to the emerging global women’s rights agenda.​[8]​ This is true of an older literature produced by NGO participants with strong feminist commitments, which portrays such actors in a rather shadowy light; here, the male delegates often appear as coercive forces intervening to keep female colleagues in line and to ensure that women’s interests remained subordinate at all times to national political objectives.​[9]​ It is true also of the recent historiography which offers a more nuanced account of the contribution made by women activists from socialist states to the emerging international discourse of gender equality in the 1970s. This literature is important for revealing how women’s NGOs in the socialist bloc were not mere mouthpieces for government policy, but developed their own goals for promoting the status of women in communist regimes independent of party ideology.​[10]​ They also offer a more complicated account of how Cold War politics shaped the context for women’s transnational activism, acknowledging points of connection as well as difference across ideological divides. Yet even here, in their primary focus on the agency of women activists these studies gloss over the dynamics of the relationship between women’s NGOs and policymakers in government.​[11]​ 

Missing, as a consequence, from scholarly accounts of the UN Decade is what might be called the ‘diplomatic’ history of the global women’s rights agenda. Important as non-governmental activism was, the conferences which formed the centrepiece of the Decade were officially state affairs: governments sent delegations to speak and act on their behalf, and governments determined whether the action plans produced in Mexico, Copenhagen and Nairobi would translate into policy changes at the level of the nation-state level. Yet despite this, there has been little attempt made, either among gender historians or diplomatic historians, to produce fine-grained analyses of the processes by which governments positively embraced, actively resisted or reluctantly conceded to the claims of the new global gender politics.​[12]​ As a result we know very little about the role played by political elites in the construction of ‘women’ as a global political subject in the later twentieth century, or about the ways in which IWY and the UN Decade might have altered understandings within nation-states of what - and who - counted in diplomacy. We also have only a limited understanding of how non-governmental actors interacted with those political elites during the Decade. As at other major UN meetings of the period, many national delegations at the three conferences contained NGO representatives who served alongside diplomats and politicians, an arrangement which blurred the distinction between ‘state’ and ‘non-state’ actors within the global political system. In-depth historical analysis of the Decade holds, in this respect, the potential not only to produce new perspectives on transnational feminist activism, but to illuminate wider relationships between social movements and state-centred diplomacy in an era which contemporaries imagined to be dominated by increasingly ‘global’ forces.​[13]​





Back in the 1930s, Foreign Office chiefs had been notably unmoved by arguments concerning the significance of female publics for British diplomacy. Feminist societies appearing before a 1934 departmental committee on the subject of women’s suitability for diplomatic careers pointed to the growing political influence of women and women’s movements worldwide, and insisted that female diplomats would be best placed to reach out to these constituencies. The Foreign Office witnesses, by contrast, were sceptical, viewing these groups as politically marginal and arguing that any monitoring of female opinion that might be required could be adequately performed by untrained diplomatic wives.​[16]​ A shift in thinking, however, took place during the Second World War, when women became central to the campaigns of public diplomacy targeted at Britain’s prospective or existing allies. A number of highly expert and experienced female officials and publicists were sent to the USA by the Ministry of Information to help break the hold of isolationist opinion and subsequently build goodwill with the American public. These ‘ambassadors of British women’, as one called herself, forged close links with American women’s organizations, from clubs and student societies to businesswomen’s associations and trade unions, thus demonstrating the diplomatic significance which British authorities attached to female public opinion in the US.​[17]​ More clandestinely, the well-known traveller and writer Freya Stark was sent to Yemen, Egypt and Iraq to nurture pro-British sentiment among Arab peoples. Her mission to develop a ‘Brotherhood’ of sympathetic opinion-formers primarily cultivated male elites, but Stark was careful not to neglect Arab women, whom she engaged through film shows, lectures and tea parties.​[18]​ Later in Baghdad, Stark made the suggestion that female attachés should be appointed in every British legation in the region to carry out the work of ‘public relations’ and help prevent, as she put it, ‘the monstrous state of misunderstanding about us which was general in the Middle East three years ago.’​[19]​     

It is not clear whether the Foreign Office acted directly on Stark’s recommendation, but it did appoint a Mrs E Pemberton as Assistant Information Officer in the British Legation in Beirut in 1946 with a remit to carry out publicity work among women in Syria and Lebanon.​[20]​ Her methods were strikingly similar to Stark’s, comprising cinema shows, at-homes, lectures to women’s organizations, one-to-one visits and the distribution of various publications, both in English and Arabic. This work was evidently not valued especially highly by Foreign Office authorities, as Pemberton’s post was cut in late 1948. It was revived, however, in the early 1960s in recognition of the growing participation of women in public life in the region, including their enfranchisement in several Arab countries. Elizabeth Waller was appointed Regional Women’s Affairs Officer in 1961, based, like Pemberton, in Beirut, and engaged in a similar range of activities directed, as Waller herself put it, towards providing a ‘‘positive’ answer to anti-western influences.’​[21]​ In 1967 Waller moved back to London to take up a new post as ‘Women’s Officer’ in the FCO’s Information Research Department (IRD), a semi-clandestine unit created in the late 1940s to counter communist propaganda overseas, especially in the non-aligned developing world.​[22]​ 

This location in IRD was significant for two reasons. First, Waller was not a ‘mainstream’ diplomat following the conventional career path of overseas postings interspersed with stints in London departments. Her specialist brief involved only limited contact with members of the elite Senior Branch (‘Branch A’) which carried out the core political work of the Service and produced most of Britain’s top diplomatic officials. Waller was more often in touch with the wives of Branch A officers, who continued to supply, as they had in the 1930s, a link between overseas missions and local female publics through their philanthropic work and social hostessing.​[23]​ Among Waller’s closest and most regular contacts were the officers of the Diplomatic Service Wives Association (DSWA), a membership body for spouses which had active branches in most of Britain’s overseas missions as well as an office in London.​[24]​ This location outside the mainstream business of the FCO contributed to a general perception of ‘women’s affairs’ as a politically marginal activity grouped with the ancillary work of wives, and little known beyond IRD or to FCO officials not dealing directly with publicity or information policy. Even inside IRD, Waller sometimes struggled to win support from superiors or to access adequate resources for her activities. When first appointed, she was forced to trim her projected budget by cutting entertainment and travel expenses, and by moving from her base in Beirut to London.​[25]​ Waller’s detailed reports were not always fully appreciated internally; in autumn 1968, her boss asked that they be reduced in length so as to convey only the ‘salient points.’ Meanwhile Waller’s request that IRD pay subscriptions to international women’s NGOs for ‘interested diplomatic wives’ was turned down on financial grounds. Waller had to apply constant pressure to secure funds for her own overseas visits.​[26]​





By the time International Women’s Year was declared by the UN, the British Foreign Office had, then, established some kind of administrative machinery for monitoring and influencing female public opinion overseas, albeit through the limited scope of what was essentially a one-woman operation.​[30]​ In this sense, it had recognised ‘women’ as legitimate participants within diplomatic relations, but engaging these participants was framed primarily in terms of wider anti-communist counter-propaganda efforts.  This narrow and particular understanding of the diplomatic significance of gender shaped Foreign Office thinking on the IWY and its preparations for the Mexico conference. The fact that IWY had originated in a proposal made to the UN’s Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) in 1972 by its Romanian member, acting on the suggestion of a ‘bad’ WINGO - the WIDF - made it deeply suspect in British eyes from the outset.​[31]​ British delegates opposed the proposal when it reached the Third Committee of the General Assembly, with the Conservative peer, Baroness Elles, describing the idea of IWY as ‘faintly ridiculous.’​[32]​ When the question of a grant to support IWY activities was eventually discussed by the Permanent Secretary’s Planning Committee in 1974, the view was forcefully expressed that IWY ‘was a Communist-inspired occasion and that FCO money should not be used to promote it in this country or elsewhere.’​[33]​ It was generally assumed that the Soviet Union would seize the opportunity to trumpet the (supposed) equality of the sexes under Communism, and warnings were issued to British women’s organizations via the Women’s National Commission (a national umbrella body for women’s NGOs) against participating in any IWY-related events in Eastern Europe, including a major conference in East Berlin planned by the WIDF.​[34]​

The CSW’s decision to hold the IWY conference in a developing country was also significant, as it reflected the increasing power of the ‘Third World’ at the UN following the creation of the G-77 group in 1962 and the founding of the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) two years later.​[35]​ In 1974 the G-77 group, which included many former European colonies, used its numerical majority to win formal adoption by the UN General Assembly of the New International Economic Order (NIEO). This was a wide-ranging declaration asserting developing nations’ rights to control their economies and exploit their own natural resources without interference from rich capitalist powers and multinational corporations. Britain, along with the US, voted against the NIEO and the associated Charter of Economic Rights and Duties, both of which were still very much live issues by the time the IWY conference opened in June 1975. During their preparations, officials in London discussed how Britain’s delegates could avoid ‘the now customary confrontation with the Third World over the New International Economic Order, etc,’ and suggested working closely with like-minded states to prevent the conference agenda being ‘diverted’ towards ‘political and economic issues’ rather than ‘matters of direct concern to women.’​[36]​ The latter the FCO envisaged as relating primarily to the global south, noting in its steering brief for delegates that the ‘main theme’ of the conference should be ‘the integration of women in development especially in the developing countries,’ with women’s rights in Britain and other ‘advanced’ societies ideally taking a backseat.​[37]​ This position, which located ‘women’s’ concerns outside ‘politics’ and defined the latter narrowly in terms of G-77 critiques of western capitalism, would prove impossible to sustain at Mexico.

These two troubling contexts – Soviet propaganda efforts and ‘Third World’ anti-capitalist ideology – meant that the declaration of IWY initially received a lukewarm response at the British Foreign Office. The decision to commit just £10,000 to supporting IWY activities in the UK provoked a strong reaction from Barbara Castle, the Cabinet Secretary for Health and Social Services in Harold Wilson’s Labour government which had been in power since March 1974. She lobbied Wilson for more funds from the summer of that year and  bombarded the FCO minister, David Ennals, with letters and news clippings berating the government for coughing up such a ‘paltry sum’ which compared poorly to the funds committed by other western nations.​[38]​ Castle’s persistence provoked a reaction from Ronald Scrivener, an Assistant Under-Secretary, whose language was most revealing. Scrivener drafted a minute from the Foreign Secretary, James Callaghan, to the Prime Minister in which he rehearsed the familiar line about the danger of communists turning IWY ‘into a propaganda jamboree’ and concluded pithily: ‘I cannot say that I regard support of the International Women’s Year as a priority aim of United Kingdom foreign policy.’​[39]​

Castle was not the FCO’s only critic on this matter. One of the newspaper articles she forwarded to Ennals – a column by the Daily Mail journalist, Anne Batt – attacked the government for handing the task of coordinating IWY activities to the Women’s National Commission (WNC), a body of (in Batt’s eyes) staid middle-aged women which had made ‘our IWY effort too matronly, too cosy, too establishment, and too smugly middle-class by half.’​[40]​ There was some truth in these claims; membership of the WNC, which had been established in 1969 by a previous Labour government as a channel of communication between government and female public opinion, was available to only a limited number of organizations, most of which had been formed before the Second World War.​[41]​ Its secretariat was based in the Cabinet Office at the heart of Whitehall and the secretary at the time of IWY was Dr Grace Thornton, a retired academic and former diplomat who had worked for the FCO for nearly thirty years.​[42]​ Yet, as we shall see, it would be wrong to assume that the leaders of the women’s organizations associated with the WNC did not share the values of gender-based solidarity more typically associated with Women’s Liberation or would uncritically adopt the FCO position at Mexico.

In response to these ‘persistent rumblings about the FCO’s indifference to IWY and all its works,’ as one official put it, the relevant departments began to step up their efforts from the beginning of 1975.​[43]​ In a letter to London, John Macrae, a senior diplomat at the UK’s Mission to the UN in New York, spelt out his assumption that the Mexico conference ‘is a serious international conference in which we wish to participate fully and which we wish to be a success,’ and emphasized the need for a strong delegation with ministerial leadership.​[44]​ Castle was lined up to give the opening speech, and Treasury approval was obtained for a sum of £200,000 per annum for three years to be earmarked for rural development and to be announced by Castle at the conference (in fact, Castle was replaced at the last minute by Home Office minister Shirley Summerskill). Tellingly, the initiative for these funds came not from the FCO but the Overseas Development Ministry (ODM). The Secretary of State at that time was the independently-minded Judith Hart, who had made senior officials fully aware of her strong personal interest in the IWY conference and had even asked for a formal note explaining why the FCO rather than ODM had ended up with overall responsibility for coordinating Britain’s participation.​[45]​ The FCO, however, wholeheartedly approved of the ODM’s intervention, which it believed would strength British efforts both to prioritise development issues and shape the perimeters within which those issues were discussed in Mexico. Macrae wrote that Castle’s announcement of the funds at the conference would ‘have a considerable impact and could well influence other delegations’ attitudes.’​[46]​ 

To reinforce the message to domestic opinion that, as Tessa Solesby, an official from the United Nations Department (UND) put it, ‘FCO Ministers attach importance to our participation,’ a tea party hosted by junior minister Joan Lestor was arranged for delegates and representatives of women’s NGOs shortly before their departure for the conference.​[47]​ The involvement of those NGOs in preparations for Mexico was proof that the FCO was slowly waking up to the increasingly significant role being played by non-state actors in international politics, especially those centred on the UN.​[48]​ The two NGO representatives included in the British delegation to the UN Population Conference in Bucharest in August 1974 had, Macrae observed, ‘made a useful contribution’ on account of their specialist knowledge, to which his counterpart in London replied that at least two or three of the delegates for Mexico would ‘inevitably be drawn from NGO ranks.’​[49]​ When, shortly before the conference opened, the Home Office withdrew its nominated representative, Solesby recommended that the place be filled by someone ‘with close connections with women’s voluntary organisations.’ It was, she reflected, ‘important for domestic public reasons that our main representation should have close connections with non-governmental organisations.’​[50]​ 





Despite these increased efforts to secure a strong and broadly representative delegation, there was nonetheless little evidence to suggest that the Foreign Office viewed the Mexico conference as an event of major significance for Britain’s national interests, or as an opportunity to lead the nascent global women’s rights agenda. The steering brief produced by UND for the delegates adopted a cautious and defensive line. On the issue of how best to eliminate discrimination against women, delegates were advised to ‘steer a middle course’ between advocates of action at the nation-state level and supporters of global economic development, and to oppose ‘anything which would bind the government to further domestic legislation.’ The brief warned against allowing discussion to become ‘diverted into other political and economic questions which come under the purview of other UN bodies,’ and suggested delegates ‘tactfully discourage’ any proposals for strengthening the UN machinery on the status of women.​[54]​ 

This last instruction was wholly in keeping with the low regard in which FCO chiefs had held the Commission on the Status of Women from its earliest years of existence, viewing it primarily as a mouthpiece for anti-colonialist grievances and pro-Soviet propaganda.​[55]​ Only two years before the Mexico Conference opened, the UK had (unsuccessfully) argued for the CSW to be absorbed by the UN’s Social Development Commission, and this scepticism towards international machinery showed no signs of abating during IWY. When it looked increasingly likely that the Year would be extended into an entire Decade for Women, Tessa Solesby expressed little enthusiasm: ‘despite our traditional dislike of such ideas,’ she wrote to Macrae, ‘we are resigned to there being widespread support and would not wish to appear grudging to no good purpose. We can, therefore, accept the idea with good grace.’ The position regarding a proposed new centre for Women’s Affairs was more difficult, as the FCO generally opposed the creation of new UN organs and, Solesby added, ‘we are not entirely convinced that this gap needs filling, at least as a matter of high priority.’​[56]​  

This general tone of scepticism frustrated Millie Miller, who was disappointed by the service she received as head of the delegation. She wrote an angry memo on her return to London in which she complained about late briefings and last minute changes to the ministerial representation and accused Macrae and the other diplomat from Britain’s UN mission of taking decisions over her head. Miller also resented the ‘low-key approach’ urged upon her by FCO authorities. She felt that the UK had taken an unnecessarily defensive position on matters of global inequality at a time when the Labour government in power was explicitly committed to redistributing wealth in Britain. Given her own Jewish roots and close links to Jewish organizations, Miller was especially dismayed at London’s insistence that she abstain rather than vote against three proposed amendments to the final World Plan of Action which sought to add ‘zionism’ to the list of evils to be eliminated (the others included imperialism, racism, apartheid and foreign domination).​[57]​ 

Miller’s greatest ire, however, was not directed at the FCO but at the general organization and conduct of the conference itself, which resulted, as she saw it, in the central questions of women’s experiences and needs becoming lost amidst the clashing ideological agendas in play. Procedural logjam set in from the outset, with long, often highly politicized statements from each of the national delegations dominating the plenary sessions for the first week, while the Committee tasked with drafting the World Plan had over 800 amendments to deal with, many making unwelcome references to the NIEO and UN Charter of Economic Rights and Duties.​[58]​ Miller felt that the Mexican hosts encouraged delegates to adopt anti-western stances, and she was outraged by the mass walk-out staged by the G-77 during the speech of the Israeli representative, Leah Rabin, wife of Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin. ‘This set the seal on the decline in behaviour which continued throughout,’ Miller wrote, ‘and was gradually to turn the whole affair into an anti-Israel demonstration to the exclusion of most other matters.’ When the conference met in plenary to finalize the World Plan, the mood, as Miller described it, ‘grew hysterical; more like a gladiatorial scene than a conference to discuss “Equality, Development and Peace” in the advancement of International Women’s Year.’​[59]​  

Miller’s fellow delegate, Janet Cockcroft, shared her disappointment over the divisive influence of ‘politics’. The two authored a strongly-worded magazine article (subsequently watered down by FCO officials) which noted the ‘considerable bitterness’ that had built up between western and Third World delegations at the conference, and described how the ‘same old clichés’ and ‘immovable positions’ adopted by representatives rendered much of the debate ‘utterly sterile and abortive.’ The World Plan of Action, they concluded, contained some valuable recommendations to member-state governments, ‘but in the end the divisions of the world into opposing camps made it inevitable that on controversial issues the outcome was completely predictable.’​[60]​ Their colleague, Kay Carmichael, was if anything even blunter in her assessment. She wrote privately to Bernard Donoughue, head of the Policy Unit at Downing Street, informing him that the conference ‘was not in essence a conference about women. It was a political exercise by the [G-]77 using the conference as an excuse for stating a propaganda position on a variety of highly political issues.’​[61]​

The diplomats on the delegation took a more sanguine view rooted in the FCO conception of gender politics as a proxy for larger ideological battles. They agreed that the IWY conference had suffered from heavy politicization which had impeded progress on ‘women’s’ issues, but adopted the pragmatic line that this was wholly to be expected. Macrae attributed Miller’s frustrations to her ‘unfamiliarity with the workings of the United Nations’ or UN-sponsored gatherings, where, as previously noted, anti-western sentiment had been on the rise amongst developing countries since the formation of the G-77 and UNCTAD in the early 1960s ​[62]​ In his own decidedly more upbeat reports to London, Macrae pointed out that the FCO briefings had entirely foreseen ‘that discussion of women’s affairs, being in many ways an amorphous topic, would give delegations the opportunity to ride their political hobby-horses.’​[63]​ Furthermore, Macrae argued that any hopes that Miller and her associates might have invested in the Conference as a vehicle for building cross-cultural solidarity among women were ill-conceived. ‘The world is a very large and complicated place,’ he wrote to his colleagues in UND, ‘and the aspirations of women in different parts of it differ to a marked degree.’​[64]​ In Macrae’s view, it was not surprising that delegates from communist states and the developing rejected any suggestion that discussions of gender equality could proceed without reference to wider political and economic struggles. ‘One may not agree with the sentiment,’ he wrote, ‘but it is one which is widely shared and therefore one with which one has to come to terms.’​[65]​





Why not? Clearly a large part of the explanation lies, as has already been noted, in the FCO’s narrow conceptualization of British national interests, which were viewed through the lens of Cold War and post-colonial diplomacy, and to which International Women’s Year was deemed of marginal importance. The fact that, by the 1970s, a small but not insignificant number of women had progressed to the senior grades of the British Diplomatic Service made no appreciable difference to this position. This was despite the claims of interwar feminists who had first lobbied for women’s admission to diplomatic careers on the grounds that they would contribute something different – and valuable – to international relations. Representatives of the National Council of Women had argued back in 1934 that ‘by their personal qualities,’ female diplomats might ‘do much to remove prejudice and ignorance, which stand as a barrier between nations.’​[69]​ Another feminist society envisaged women’s agency as a force which would bring ‘the world of international diplomacy into wholesome relation with the standards and social practices of the world of politics and economics, from which in the past it has been disastrously remote.’ In their idealistic view, feminization was ‘one aspect of the democratisation of international diplomacy which is a condition of constructive internationalism’.​[70]​ It was a vision of female diplomats operating not as gender-neutral professionals but practising instead what political scientists would later term ‘state feminism’: the advocacy of feminist goals from inside rather than outside the state.​[71]​
 
Oral histories reveal that Britain’s postwar women diplomats did not see themselves this way. They were more likely to regard sexual difference not as an asset but a risk to career progression which needed to be carefully managed. Vastly outnumbered as they were by male superiors and peers, this instinct was understandable, but it fostered an ethos of individualism which inhibited collective action among female diplomats to challenge discriminatory practices inside the profession; these included a marriage bar (lifted in 1972), unequal access to language training, and exclusion from certain overseas postings on grounds of sex.​[72]​ The post-war generation of female diplomats did not regard ‘women’s issues’ as part of their remit and nor did they bring feminist values to bear on their work, most having little interest in or contact with the contemporary Women’s Liberation movement. Pauline Neville Jones, who was recruited to Branch A in 1963, voiced a sentiment more widely held among her peers when she later recalled: ‘I never thought of myself as being somebody who somehow had to do this for women. I certainly wanted to do it for myself...What motivates you I think, well for me anyway, is a professional attitude to my job and a desire for personal achievement.’​[73]​ Tessa Solesby, the only Branch A woman directly involved with preparations for the IWY Conference, adopted, as we have seen, the standard, FCO line in the advice she offered to senior officials and ministers. 

Meanwhile Elizabeth Waller, the FCO’s dedicated Women’s Officer, did not stray from her IRD brief in Mexico. She used her time to renew contacts with the leaders of ‘good’ Wingos, such as the Associated Country Women of the World and the International Federation of Business and Professional Women, and with ‘leading women’ from various countries whom she invited to the UK to ‘see the work of our women’s organisations and meet their representatives.’​[74]​ Her report to the FCO portrayed the NGO Tribune as a chaotic and ill-disciplined gathering, relating how at ‘nearly every panel I attended, the questions and discussions which followed were obstructed by passionate and usually irrelevant statements, accompanied by wild cheering.’ The exhibition space, Waller noted somewhat scathingly, was festooned with posters denouncing imperialism and calling for revolution, and enlivened by continuous displays of folk dancing plus ‘one woman running around in leotards and pink tights intoning “consciousness-raising” statements to exercises, and another with a cat on a lead.’ Waller concluded this account of the Tribune by referring to her ‘traumatic experience of a global Women’s Lib bandwagon.’​[75]​ 

In short, feminist pressures on the FCO to embrace the global women’s rights agenda in the 1970s did not originate from inside the Diplomatic Service. The Labour MPs Barbara Castle and Judith Hart, although not close allies of the contemporary feminist movement, probably played a more significant role as champions of women’s issues in their respective ministerial capacities outside the FCO. This observation supports the conclusions of the limited political science literature on female foreign policy decision-makers, which finds political appointees from centre-left backgrounds more likely to use ‘pro-equality’ rhetoric than professional diplomats.​[76]​ The strongest advocates in the British delegation of an alternative gender politics of cross-cultural sisterly solidarity were, however, Miller and the other NGO representatives. They came closest to operating in the manner that interwar feminists had suggested female diplomats would: as agents of international understanding with a special duty to speak to women and women’s interests across national borders. [more here]

Naturally, the position adopted by Miller and her colleagues can be easily critiqued for seeking to universalize the priorities of western liberal feminism at the expense of the particular subjectivities of non-white and non-western women. The historian Jocelyn Olcott has shown how Betty Friedan was accused of exactly this in Mexico by women from developing countries, whom she alienated by appointing herself unofficial spokeswoman at the conference for the views of the NGO Tribune. In Olcott’s critical reading, the problem ‘was not that Friedan could not represent the tribune but rather that the tribune could not be represented. Or rather the imagined political subject could not be represented.’​[77]​ The IWY conference exposed the fundamental tensions of seeking to organize around ‘identity-based representation as participants pulled at different threads of identity.’ As a result, Olcott concludes, the cherished dream of a ‘global sisterhood’ gradually faded.​[78]​  





In short, IWY set the international women’s movement on a political learning curve. This process continued throughout the Decade for Women and at the second and third conferences in Copenhagen and Nairobi, with women’s NGO networks becoming more established, better resourced and more effective at working through the United Nations system to advance women’s rights.​[83]​ It was not an ideologically unified movement by any means, but it was driven, as one historian has recently put it, by ‘the productive tensions of ongoing dissent and compromise between a plurality of politically-engaged feminist views.’​[84]​ Of the legacy of IWY for state actors, and for their formal interactions with this resurgent transnational activism among women, we know much less. Evidently, nation-states were forced, after 1975, to engage more actively with the expanding UN machinery on women’s rights, which included the International Research and Training Institute for the Advancement of Women (INSTRAW) and the Voluntary Fund for the UN Decade (renamed UNIFEM in 1984). They were also under greater pressure to adhere to new legal instruments such as Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), adopted by the General Assembly in 1979. There was also the more practical task of putting together delegations for the 1980, 1985 and 1995 conferences. All of this activity at the global level ensured that ‘women’ would feature within the policy-making agendas of ministries of foreign affairs, but only detailed historical research can reveal exactly how and with what effects. 

In the British case, the impact of the UN Decade was not, on first glance, dramatic. A brief exploration of the FCO files covering the 1980 Copenhagen conference suggests that thinking on the diplomatic significance of women’s affairs had shifted very little. The same concerns about politicization were in evidence, only now exacerbated by increasing international tensions over Palestine and apartheid in South Africa and the hotting up of the Cold War after a long period of détente. The diplomatic personnel on the UK delegation looked somewhat different; unlike in Mexico, FCO representation was provided by a high-ranking woman, Anne Warburton, Britain’s ambassador to Denmark (and the first woman in history to head a British embassy).​[85]​ But Warburton was not, by her own confession, ‘out front on women’s lib,’ and her long telegram to London at the end of the conference noted how certain other western delegations contained feminists ‘who tended to press their enthusiasms beyond official briefs.’ This was in contrast to the British, who became nick-named by NGOs the ‘“where appropriate” delegation, from the frequency of our interpolation of that caveat.’​[86]​ 

It was perhaps significant, nonetheless, that Warburton recognized that charges of excessive legalism on the part of the FCO had some justification, and that in her telegram she questioned the wisdom of the FCO’s decision not to sign the CEDAW in Copenhagen alongside most other western countries. This capacity for self-criticism was taken much further by a young female second secretary in UND, Kay Coombs, who accompanied the delegation and coordinated the preparations in London. Coombs wrote a long, searching memo after the close of the conference in which she described the FCO’s policy as having been ‘too low-key, probably needlessly so,’ and having suffered from poor coordination and planning in London. She called for longer lead-in times for preparing for the next UN conference, much closer and more formalized consultation with domestic NGOs, and the creation of a single coordinating body on Women’s Affairs within Whitehall, adequately staffed and in close contact with relevant NGOs and academic experts. Such a body was necessary, Coombs warned, ‘if we are not to be accused – and rightly so – of lack of interest/consultation/coordination at the next Conference.’​[87]​ Her instincts were to be proved right. Only a few months later, FCO Minister Douglas Hurd received a robustly-worded letter from Georgina Ashworth, writing on behalf of the Fawcett Society (a leading feminist pressure-group), which criticized the FCO for its lack of consultation with NGOs before the conference, its failure to ratify the CEDAW, and its poor record more generally on appointing women to represent Britain at international meetings. These shortcomings, Ashworth concluded, revealed ‘the perfunctory attitude of the FCO towards the female citizens of [the] UK.’​[88]​ In 1985 Ashworth expanded her critique in a book which referred to the UN Decade as the ‘Invisible Decade’, on account of the British government’s refusal to recognize questions of sex equality as relevant to foreign policy. ‘The explosion of ‘the woman question’ into the international public sphere,’ Ashworth wrote, ‘sets off a chain of necessary reactions of which British policymakers would prefer not to think.’​[89]​

Only careful, archive-based historical research can reveal how far Ashworth’s verdict was correct. Only similar research carried out in other national contexts can illuminate the typicality or otherwise of the British Foreign Office’s encounter with the global gender politics of the 1970s and 80s as set out in this brief case study. The contemporary history of global women’s rights is a history of resurgent feminist mobilization across national borders, but it is also a history of nation-states and of the men and women who represent them within the formal structures of international diplomacy. Only by bringing both perspectives together – the non-state and the state – can we fully understand how women’s rights became a legitimate subject for international politics in the final quarter of the twentieth century, or begin to see more broadly how the ‘shock of the global’ was felt by both organized publics and political elites across the world.
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